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SUBJECT:

Award – Sole Source Contract, Lower Water Street AT Bikeway

ORIGIN
Discussions with Armour Group Ltd. related to the design and installation of a grade separated bikeway
along Lower Water street fronting their development, the Queens Marque, between George Street and
Prince Street.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
The Municipality may spend money for municipal purposes in accordance with section 79A of the HRM
Charter. The recommended contract award complies with all of the pre-requisites for awarding contracts
as set out in section 34 of Administrative Order 2016-005-ADM, the Procurement Administrative Order.
Administrative Order 2016-005-ADM, The Procurement Policy Section 25. (3)(b) states that A Sole Source
may occur where there is an absence of competition for technical reasons and the Goods or Services can
be supplied only by a particular supplier and no alternative or substitute exists;
Section 36 of the Procurement Administrative Order, provides that Halifax Regional Council may approve
contract awards of any amount.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that Halifax Regional Council award the design and construction of a protected bike lane
along a portion of Lower Water Street fronting the Queens Marque development to the Armour Group Ltd.
in the amount of $225,619.84 (net HST included) with funding from Capital Budget CR200007 – Regional
Centre AAA Bikeways as outlined in the Financial Implications section of this report, pending approval of
the 2020/21 Capital Budget.
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BACKGROUND
Armour Group Ltd. (AGL), is currently completing the construction of a 10-storey mixed-use commercial
development known as the Queens Marque located on the harbour side of Lower Water Street between
George Street and Prince Street. Construction on the Queens Marque site started in 2017 and it is expected
the development will be substantially complete with occupancy this spring (2020).
To facilitate the construction of this development staff permitted removal of a portion of the public right-ofway fronting the development along Lower Water Street. This work was managed through a Construction
Encroachment License which requires reinstatement of the impacted areas (i.e. sidewalk, curb, pavement,
tree replacement, etc.) to meet current Municipal Design Guidelines. At the time of Building Permit
approval, AGL provided an acceptable reinstatement plan for the area which was consistent with preconstruction conditions as illustrated in Attachment A. Once site construction was underway AGL
suggested that the Municipality may benefit from the provision of some enhanced streetscaping to improve
the pedestrian experience along Lower Water Street if included in their existing works.

DISCUSSION
It is not uncommon for larger developments in the downtown to request enhancements to the streetscape
fronting their projects that exceed current engineering standards. In areas without an approved
streetscaping or functional plan, some commonly permitted enhancements include installing additional
trees, providing for wider tree lawn areas, and adding paver bands at the edge of sidewalk for visual interest.
These enhancements are approved by staff when consistent with Municipal engineering guidelines and
compatible with design features permitted within the Capital District; However, the cost of design and
construction of these upgrades are the responsibility of the developer.
AGL requested an enhanced streetscaping design at the same time as staff were starting to investigate
options for transit priority improvements and an All Ages and Abilities (AAA) bicycle facility on Lower Water
Street as per the direction in the Integrated Mobility Plan. With input from staff, AGL prepared an enhanced
reinstatement design that integrated a protected bicycle lane and other street improvements between
George and Prince Streets as illustrated in Attachment B.
AGL’s enhanced design includes:
• Reduced street cross section that allows for a wider sidewalk, boulevard and bicycle lane fronting
the development
• Minimum 3m wide concrete sidewalk between the bicycle lane and building face
• Additional pedestrian area at the southeast corner of George Street and Lower Water Street
• Tree installation using approved soil cell technology
• Removable benches with planters
Functional Design elements that are required for the bicycle lane and sidewalk widening include:
• 1.8 m wide raised bicycle lane
• Modifications to the George and Prince Street intersections to accommodate the bicycle lane and
widened sidewalk, including reduction of the existing 2-lane cross section at Prince Street to a
single lane
• New street lighting conduit and bases fronting the development
• Narrowing and regrading of the street pavement
• Widening the sidewalk and removing metal bollards directly south of Prince Street fronting the
Maritime Museum of the Atlantic
Integrating all the works (AGL’s required reinstatement and HRM’s bicycle lane and sidewalk
improvements) into one project will minimize disruption to the public and occupants of Queens Marque, and
will provide cost savings based on the economies of scale considerations of performing the required
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infrastructure works into one project. This requires a contract between HRM and AGL for the design and
construction of the municipal components of the reinstatement plan for the street right of way fronting
Queens Marque. AGL has provided a detailed cost estimate for this work.
AGL’s enhanced plan could also be constructed in two phases with the first phase reinstating the sidewalk,
trees, planters, unit pavers and the curb only, leaving the Municipality to complete the bicycle lane and
related intersection, sidewalk, and pavement modifications at a later date. However, staff do not
recommend this option. The work is proposed between the George Street and Prince Street intersections,
which comprises one segment of the future Lower Water Bikeway desired by the Municipality. Undertaking
construction of all elements at one time in conjunction with the developer’s required reinstatement would
be more practical, cost effective, and result in less overall disturbance.
Historically, the Municipality has entered into similar contracts with developers, provided that these
agreements are justified and approved as a sole source expenditure in accordance with HRM’s
Procurement Policy.
Further functional planning for the Lower Water Street corridor which will include consideration of transit
priority opportunities will be undertaken in the next 1-2 years and construction will be programed after that.
As previously mentioned, cost sharing with the developer will require the expenditure to be made sooner
than anticipated but will save money and will avoid further disruption to the public on a busy roadway. It will
also provide a high-quality segment of the Council-approved Lower Water Street AAA protected bike lane,
as well as s safer, more comfortable and accessible sidewalk.

The proposed contract is in respect of the functional elements required by the bicycle lane and
does not include the enhancements requested by the developer.
This is not an isolated situation and is expected to reoccur as the AAA bike network, transit priority corridors,
and other capital work is carried out in the Regional Centre, where redevelopment of private property on
these corridors is taking place. If this proves to be the case, Council may wish to direct staff to propose an
administrative order for Council which would consider similar arrangements as cost sharing with developers
rather than a procurement activity where there is a clear benefit to the public.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
AGL’s estimated cost to HRM is $225,620, net HST included. Funds are available in capital account
CR200007 - Regional Centre AAA Bikeways pending the 2020/21 capital budget is approved by Regional
Council. The budget availability has been confirmed by Finance.
Budget Summary: Capital Account CR200007 – Regional Centre AAA Bikeways
Cumulative Unspent Budget
Less: Award to AGL
Balance

$ 3,855,000
$ 225,620
$ 3,629,380

* HRM will be responsible to pay up to the approved amount and AGL will be responsible for any cost
overages.

RISK CONSIDERATION
There are no significant risks associated with the recommendation in this report. The risks considered rate
is low. To reach this conclusion, consideration was given to financial, legal and compliance, and service
delivery risks.
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Active Transportation staff undertook public engagement in March/April 2018 as part of the Downtown
Bikeways Network review, previously presented to Regional Council on April 30, 2019 1. This engagement
was part of a functional planning process that recommended a protected bicycle lane on the east side of
Lower Water Street as part of the Downtown AAA bikeways network

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no environmental implications identified.

ALTERNATIVES
Regional Council could choose not to approve the recommendation in this report. This is not recommended
by staff given that Regional Council approved the Downtown Bikeways Network and there is budget in the
approved 2019/20 Capital Budget to accommodate this work.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – 2017 Approved Reinstatement Plan
Attachment B – 2019 Enhanced Reinstatement Plan

A copy of this report can be obtained online at halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at
902.490.4210.
Report Prepared by:

Ashley Blissett, P.Eng. Manager, Development Engineering, 902-490-6848

Report Approved by:
Peter Duncan, P.Eng. Manager, Planning & Infrastructure, 902-489-4634

Procurement Review:
Jane Pryor, Manager, Procurement, 902.490-4200

Report Approved by:
Kelly Denty, Director of Planning and Development, 902.490.4800

1

https://www.halifax.ca/sites/default/files/documents/city-hall/regional-council/190430rc1541.pdf
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Fowler Bauld & Mitchell Ltd.
HS1-1660 Hollis Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1V7
PO Box 514, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2R7
Tel: 902 429 4100
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